
A large number of other studies of planetary materials (some
recovered from Antarctica) are nearing completion and will
certainly be prepared for publication in the coming year. These
publications contain a series of very surprising results which
should prove of great interest to the antarctic community.

This research was supported in part by the Division of Earth
Sciences, National Science Foundation grant EAR 89-16667; Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration grant NAG 9-48;
and DOE grant DE-FG07-80ER10725.
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During the 1982-1983 field season, reconnaissance parties for
ANSMET (the Antarctic Search for Meteorites) visited sites near
the Pecora Escarpment (8538'S 6842' W) and Thiel Mountains
(85015'S 91000' W) and established that significant concentrations
of meteorites were located at surrounding localities (Schutt et al.
1983). Consequently, the goals of the 1991-1992 ANSMET field
season were to systematically collect meteorites from these known
stranding surfaces and to further explore the potential of sur-
rounding areas.

Our party was put into the field on 6 December 1991 via an
open-field LC-130 landing approximately 50 kilometers north-
west of Pecora Escarpment (figure 1). Group members included
P. J. Wasilewski, M. E. Zolensky,F. Anguita,A. Krot,R. P. Harvey,

and J. W. Schutt. The field party then traversed to the main area
of interest at the Pecora Escarpment and set up camp. On 9
December we departed on an extended reconnaissance trip north-
ward to the Patuxent Range. Our first stop was near Bessinger
Nunatak (85'05' S 64'41'W), where only two meteorites were
found during extensive searching. The next objective was an
expansive blue ice area immediately east of the Anderson Hills
(8430' S 648- 00' W) in the Patuxent Range. Although we spent
five days exploring this area, only 22 meteorites were recovered
from roughly 300 square kilmeters of exposed blue ice. A decision
was made to move on to more promising sites.

The next stop was an unnamed nunatak (8451' S 68'40' W
where a few hours were spent unsuccessfully exploring smal
local blue ice patches. At nearby Brazitis Nunatak (84'58' S 67'23'
W), we discovered numerous meteorites, including a spectacu-
larly large (nearly equal to 20 kilograms) igneous meteorite. After
two days of searching in this area we headed southwest toward
a set of icefields (85'15 S 71* 33' W) where we located at least on
extended stranding surface. Twelve meteorites were marked in
this area for future recovery. Our 13-day, 811-kilometer recont
naissance trip was completed on 22 December 1992 by our returr
to the Pecora Escarpment.

For the remainder of the field season our party systematicall
searched the exposed ice around the Pecora Escarpment, on foo
and on snowmobile. Approximately 550 meteorites were recov
ered from these individual areas, mostly from the eastern, up
wind plateau side of the escarpment. Several notable occurrence4
of meteorites were found, however, on the opposite side of th
escarpment, including nearly one hundred meteorite fragmen
from the area informally called "Kink Basin." Figure 2 shows th
locations of meteorites and blue ice surrounding Pecora Escarp-
ment (Schutt and Fessler 1992).

On 7 January 1992, two of our party (J . W.Schutt and P. J
Wasilewski) began a 10-day Twin Otter supported reconnais-
sance trip. Their first stop was an area approximately 60 mile
southwest of the Pecora Escarpment, informally called the LaPa
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gure 1. The Pecora Escarpment/Patuxent Range region of
itarctica, visited by ANSMET during the 1991 -1 992 field season.
I icefleld names marked with an asterisk are informal designations
id unofficial.

Figure 2. The Pecora Escarpment and surrounding meteorite
stranding surface. All icefield names marked with an asterisk are
informal designations and unofficial. After Schutt and Fessler 1992.

i efields(86 6 15' S 59 6 00W). Three meteorites were found during
o traverses, indicating this region has some potential. A visit to

ffie Stewart Hills region (846 12'S 86'00'W) yielded one specimen,
hile none were found on a smaller icefield adjacent to the Hart
ills (830 

43'S 
896 05W). Twenty-two specimens were recovered

luring a visit to the Moulton Escarpment (856 10 S 946 45 W).
veral small icefields adjacent to Spear Nunatak (866 32' S

246 06'W), nearby Strickland Nunatak, and Hatcher Bluffs were
xplored in later days, yielding 28 specimens. On 22 January

1992, the Twin Otter reconnaissance party returned to McMurdo.
The 1992-1993 ANSMET field season yielded a total of 606

meteorites, including several unusual specimens. Among these
were the large mafic specimen from Brazitis Nunatak, a second,
smaller mafic specimen from the LaPaz icefields, several interest-
ing brecciated meteorites (at least one of which may be lunar), a
few pallasite fragments, and many others (see table 1). At least
one return trip to the Pecora region is anticipated, particularly to

explore the icefields to the northwest and southeast of the escarp-
ment in more detail. The use of the Twin Otter aircraft was shown
to be a great boon for the study of isolated, less extensive icefields,
while our use of handheld GPS receivers greatly augmented our
surveying abilities. We plan to increase our use of both technolo-
gies in future seasons.

This research was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 83-14496.
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Meteorites recovered during the 1991-1992 ANSMET field season.

Ordinary	 Carbonaceous	 Stony
Area / lcefield
	 Chondrite	Achrondrite	Chondrite	Iron	Iron	Unusual

	Total

Patuxent Mountains
Lekander Nunatak
Mt. Tolchine
*Main lcefield
Brazitis Nunatak

Pecora Escarpment
*Main Icefield Area
*Damschroder Basin
*Kink Bowl
*North Forty
*Cliff Bowl
*Northeast Steppe
*Lulow Bowl
*Halfway Icefield
*Upper Lulow

*LaPaz lcefields

Stewart Hills

Thiel Mountains
Moulton Escarpment

Wisconsin Range
Spear Nuntak
Strickland Nunatak
*East Strickland
*2250 North
*East Spear

Totals

All numbers are preliminary until laboratory examination of specimens is completed. All icefield and regional names marked with an (*) asterisk are
informal designations and unofficial.
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The blue ice fields of Antarctica have proved a prolific source
for meteorites, over 14,000 meteorite fragments having been
collected on them by U.S., Japanese, and European field teams

over the last decade. One of the major challenges has been th
rapid characterization of these meteorites in order to maximiz
their utility to researchers. While it is important to identify highl
unusual meteorites (e.g., lunar meteorites, Yanai and Kojim
1991) and to do basic comparisons using sample weights an
classifications (e.g., Huss 1990), it is also important to collect othé
scientific data for large numbers of meteorites from individul
icefields in order to allow meaningful comparisons of sites. Our
laboratory has been measuring natural thermoluminescence
(U) levels of many antarctic meteorites as part of their initial
characterization. This paper reports on our ongoing analysis of
the meteorite collection from the Elephant Moraine region.

Natural U levels are a function of the number of electrons in
metastable traps in a crystal lattice that, in turn, is determined by
the mineralogy of the meteorite, the amount of ionizing radiation
to which it has been exposed, and the effective temperature over
the recent history of the meteorite (i.e., the last million years in the
case of the cold antarctic climate). Most meteorites have natural
U levels of 30,000-100,000 rad, but those with extremely long
terrestrial histories may decay to levels less than 30,000 rad. The
temperature-dependent decay of U makes it difficult to use U
to determine exact terrestrial ages of meteorites, especially those
with long terrestrial histories. However, it canbe highly useful for
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